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Abstract Energy harvesting represents one of the recent challenging subjects related to vibration and control.
The scale of energy harvesters and storage can involve a wide power range, and the scale of some milliwatt is
the elective field of piezoelectric applications. This paper investigates the power frontiers of the piezoelectric-
based harvesters applied to automotive units. The analysis, supported by experimental data, aims at estimating
the upper bound of the specific power of this technology for powering small devices on board cars. Passive
optimally tuned piezoelectric harvester and semi-active controlled ones are compared, based on a new control
strategy named VFC-Variational Feedback Control, recently developed by the authors. This new technique
makes it possible to increase the total energy storage drained from car vibrations. However, the real advantage
for their use relies on a sharp balance between the harvested power and the costs for the additional hardware
mass transport. Numerical simulations of circuitry and experimental vibration data provides references to
assess the energy convenience in installing this type of devices on board.

Keywords Energy harvesting · Car vibrations · Piezoelectric · Optimal control theory · Variational control ·
Nonlinear control · Nonlinear model predictive control

1 Introduction

Nowadays piezoelectric devices are widely used for scavenging energy from ambient vibrations. The main
advantages of piezoelectric materials in energy harvesting stand in the large power density and the no need for
external power sources.

Several studies have investigated the power output of a harvester excited by a fixed frequency vibration
source. The results show, as intuitive, the generated power can be maximized when the natural frequency
of the harvester is tuned on the vibration frequency and when the electrical load is set to an optimum value
[1, 2]. Both experimental and numerical results [3] have revealed the existence of two characteristic natural
frequencies related to the harvester, one is the short circuit resonance frequency, the other is the open circuit
natural frequency. The difference between these frequencies becomes important when the electromechanical
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coupling coefficient is large [4]. Optimal values of a purely resistive load that maximizes power output at the
two typical resonances can be found in [3]. Some researchers extended the investigation considering more
realistic electrical loads, which include the AC-DC converter [4–6]. In this case, optimal values of the load
impedance can maximize the power output.

These analyses show that a suitable variation of the load impedance can compensate for the decrease in
the generated power when the excitation frequency moves away from the resonance condition. Hence, it is
possible to collect a relevant amount of power in the frequency bandwidth about the resonances [7].

The performance of a simple passive harvester with a given load impedance is poor when the source of
excitation is characterized by broadband and/or variable spectrum. Sources like these are rather common in
many engineering systems. In vehicles, the spectrum of vibrations caused by tire-road interaction and by the
engine forces showsmany components changing in time, because of the different engine/motor rotational speed
variations and the different road roughness [8]. In large structures (e.g., bridges and buildings) vibrations due
to traffic and to wind have broadband and variable spectra [9].

Two approaches have been proposed to improve the power output of piezo harvesters in the presence of
broadband and/or variable spectra. The first consists of widening the band of operation of the passive harvester
modifying the mechanical sub-system. Many solutions have been proposed in recent years [10], and they
are based on harvester arrays [11–13], trimming devices [14], complex harvester geometries [1, 15–17], and
exploitations of nonlinear effects [18–23].

The second approach consists of the development of harvesters equipped with adaptive circuits, which take
into account the vibration spectrum and canmodify their load impedance [7]. An adaptiveAC-DC rectifier, able
to adjust the output voltage according to the vibration amplitude, is described in [24], to achieve the maximum
power transfer. A good review of adaptive circuits for maximizing power output is presented in [25]. Recently,
some active circuits are designed to increase both the generated power and frequency bandwidth. In particular,
in [26], a tunable synchronous electric charge extraction interface is illustrated. It increases the frequency
bandwidth about the resonance in which a significant amount of power can be harvested. In [27], a power
processing circuit, equipped with an artificial neural network, can set the impedance connected to the harvester
to its optimum value.

In this paper, the energy harvested by a cantilever piezo harvester installed in a car is boosted by employ-
ing a new controller based on the Variational Feedback Control (VFC) strategy. VFC controllers have been
recently used to improve the performance of semi-active car suspensions [28–30] and to control other complex
systems [31–34]. The potentialities of this control strategy in the field of vibration energy harvesting have been
highlighted in [35], which adopted a general approach suited to electromagnetic, piezoelectric, and capacitive
harvesting.

One of the key elements to assess a real beneficial use of the vibration harvesters relies on the estimate of
the power they can supply, compared with the additional costs the presence of the harvesters imply. In fact, the
harvester introduces an additional hardware on board, and the transport of this extra-weight has its cost. On
the other hand, the harvester can be placed very close, because of its small dimensions, to the energy user unit,
with the beneficial effect of reducing the cables weight. This technical important argument will be discussed
in the conclusions, after the main figures about the extracted power from the device are analyzed in depth
along the paper. In particular, the estimate of an upper bound for the extracted power is of interest to produce
a reference value. However, the control method to extract the maximum power, based on NMPC-Nonlinear
Model Predictive Control, shows a too complex algorithm that could only run on sophisticated electronic
boards (meaning large weights), and with computational times that are not compatible with the time response
of the device. An alternative solution of much more practical use is the VFC algorithm that can perform an
optimization with respect to the purely passive harvester, but with a very simple and very light electronics.

The paper is organized as follows. The mathematical model of a cantilever piezoelectric harvester is
presented in Sect. 2. The equation of motion is solved with the modal decomposition approach and the
maximum power that can be drained by the passive harvester equipped with the optimal resistive load is
calculated. The parameters of the model are finely tuned in Sect. 3 making use of experimental tests carried out
with the impulsive method. The main features of the VFC are summarized in Sect. 4. The application of the
VFC strategy to the load resistance of a cantilever harvester mounted on a car is presented in Sect. 5. Numerical
simulations are carried out considering actual acceleration inputs measured onboard a small city car, see Fig. 1.
Numerical results show the VFC strategy makes it possible to double the energy storage with respect to the
passive solution, and that it is able to extract more than one third of the maximum energy absorbed by a NMPC
that knows the future disturbance. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Sect. 6.
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Fig. 1 SMART Fortwo of Vehicle System Dynamic and Mechatronic Laboratory of Sapienza: a the vehicle; b the testing
equipment

Fig. 2 Clamped-free piezo-harvester

2 Model of the piezoelectric harvester

In this section, themodel of a cantilever piezoelectric beamharvester, shown inFig. 2, is developed as a reference
to evaluate the performance of the VFC controller. The analytical model below is based on the Euler–Bernoulli
model for bending beam with clamped–free boundary conditions and a tip mass rigidly attached at the free
end. This model is based on the characteristics of a PPA 1001 harvester manufactured by Midé [36], whose
characteristics are listed in Table 1. It is a unimorph harvester of rectangular shape and size compatible with
automotive applications (41.1×20.8 mm). The active piezo layer is made of PZT 5H, whereas the structural
layer is made of stainless steel. The piezo material satisfies the following constitutive equation [1]:

{
T1
D3

}
�
[
c11 −e31
e31 ε33

]{
S1
E3

}
(1)

where D3, E3, T1 and S1 are the electric displacement, the electric field, stress, and strain, respectively and:

ε33 � εT33 − d231c11
e31 � d31c11

(2)

where εT33, c11 and d31 are the dielectric constant under constant stress, the piezo Young’s modulus and the
piezoelectric constant, respectively. Figure 3 shows the nomenclature of the main dimensions used for the
model. Note the piezo exhibits symmetry about the z axis, which is the poling axis of the material.

The equation of a controlled piezo-beam system is derived from Hamilton’s principle:

δ J �
∫ t2

t1
(δT + δW + δWnc)dt � 0 (3)
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Table 1 General proprieties of the piezo-beam system

Material properties Value

Piezo dimensions l p × h p × b (mm) 46 × 0.23 × 20.8
Piezo density ρp (kg/m3) 7800
Piezo Young’s modulus c11 � 1/sE11 (GPa) 60

Piezoelectric constants e31
(

C
m2

)
− 10

Permittivity constant ε33
( nF
m

)
27.486

Beam density ρb (kg/m3) 7800
Beam dimensions lb x hb x b (mm) 46 x 0.23 x 20.8
Young’s modulus Y (GPa) 60
Integral eigenfunction �1 � ∫ l

0φ1(x)dx
[without tip mass; 3 g of tip mass; 16 g of tip mass]

[−0.5922;−0.2833;−0.1351]

Eigenfunction derivative φ
′
1(l)

[without tip mass; 3 g of tip mass; 16 g of tip mass]
[−984.1;−504.97;−246.12]

Eigenfunction φ1(l)
[without tip mass; 3 g of tip mass; 16 g of tip mass]

[−32.64;−16.02;−7.69]

Natural frequency f1(Hz)
[without tip mass; 3 g of tip mass; 16 g of tip mass]

[125; 60; 28]

Damping factor ζ1 0.01
Optimal Resistance R (k¨)
[without tip mass; 3 g of tip mass; 16 g of tip mass]

[12; 23; 57]

Fig. 3 Main dimensions of the harvester

with T kinetic energy, W co-energy function and Wnc non-conservative energy:

T � 1

2

l∫
0

(ρA + Mδ(x − l))ẇ(x, t)2dx

W � 1

2

l∫
0

dx
∫
A

(
ε33E

2
3 H̃(x) + 2e31E3S1 H̃(x) − c11S

2
1 H̃(x) − Y S21

)
dA

(4)

where S1 � −zw
′ ′
is the strain along x-axes, w(x, t) and H̃(x) � H(x − ls)− H (x − le) are the displacement

along the x-axis and a window function with edges at the extremes of the piezo layer, respectively. lb, l p are
the length of the beam and the length of the piezo (see Fig. 3), M is the tip mass located at x � lb and Y is the
beam Young’s modulus. Furthermore, ρA � ρp Ap H̃(x) + ρb Ab where ρp, ρb, Ap and Ab are the piezo and
beam density, and their cross-section area, respectively.

The virtual work of non-conservative forces is:

δWnc �
∫ l

0
p(x, t)δwdx − Q(t)δV (t) (5)
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where p(x, t) and Q(t) are the distributed transverse load applied to the beam and the charge over the piezo
layer, respectively. E3 � −V (t)

h p
is the spatial uniform electrical field along the piezo, and V (t) is the voltage

between the electrodes. The Hamiltonian principle returns:

ρAẅ +
[
−e31hmbV (t)H̃(x) +

(
c11 Ip H̃(x) + Y Ib

)
w′′]′′ � p(x, t)

ε33blp
h p

V̇ (t) + Q̇(t) + e31hmbẇ
′∣∣∣le
ls

� 0

with boundary conditions :[
−e31hmbV (t)H̃(x) +

(
c11 Ip H̃(x) + Y Ib

)
w′′]δw′∣∣l

0 � 0
[
−e31hmbV (t)H̃(x) +

(
c11 Ip H̃(x) + Y Ib

)
w′′]′

δw|l0 − Mẅ δw|l � 0 (6)

where hm � (h2+h1)
2 , Ip � bh3p

12 + bh ph2m, Ib � bh3b
12 , h p � h2 − h1, hb � 2h1 and h1, h2 are geometrical

thickness shown in Fig. 3, while b is the width of the piezo-beam.
The beam vertical displacement is expressed as:

w(x, t) � zc(t) + wel(x, t) (7)

where zc(t) is the base vertical vibration (assumed integral with the car structure), as shown in Fig. 3, and wel
(x, t) is the elastic beam vertical displacement with respect to the base. Accordingly, Eq. (6) become:

ρAẅel +
[(

c11 Ip H̃(x) + Y Ib
)
w′′
el

]′′ � p(x, t) − (ρA + Mδ(x − l))z̈c + e31hmbV (t)H̃ ′′(x)
ε33blp
h p

V̇ (t) + Q̇(t) + e31hmbẇ
′
el

∣∣le
ls

� 0

wel(0, t) � w
′
el(0, t) � 0

w′′
el(l, t) � 0 ;

(
c11 Ip + Y Ib

)
w′′′
el (l, t) − Mẅel(l, t) � 0

(8)

where clamped-free boundary conditions are considered.
Modal decomposition transforms Eq. (8) into a set of ordinary differential equations [1, 37]:

wel(x, t) �
∞∑
r

φr (x)ηr (t) (9)

φr (x) is the rth mass-normalized eigenfunction and ηr (t) the rth modal coordinate. If (l p � l) and consid-
ering the case with a generic impedance R, shown in Fig. 4, the equations become:⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

η̈r (t) + η̇r (t)2ζrωr + ηr (t)ω2
r � l∫

0
φr

[
p(x, t) − (ρ(x)A + Mδ(x − l))z̈c + e31hmbV (t)H̃ ′′(x)

]
with r � 1 . . . n

CpV̇ (t) + V (t)
R + e31hmb

∞∑
r

φ
′
r (l)η̇r (t) � 0

(10)

whereCp � ε33blp
h p

is the capacitance of the piezo, ζr is the damping factor and it takes into account some forms

of dissipation, ω2
r � (c11 Ip+Y Ib)

ρAL4 λ4r are the natural frequencies of the beam and λr is the associated natural
wavenumbers, that in the case of beam with mass at the end is obtained by solving the following expression
[37, 38]:

1 + cosλrcoshλr + λr
M

ρAl
(cosλr sinhλr − sinλrcoshλr ) � 0 (11)

Furthermore, considering the piezoelectric is here modelled to store energy, the derivative of the charge is
Q̇(t) � V (t)

R , i.e., the piezo is connected to an electrical circuit with an impedance R which will be constant
in case of a passive absorber and will be variable R for a semi-active absorber, as later discussed. The second
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Fig. 4 Clamped-free piezo-harvester and corresponding electrical circuit

of Eq. (10) is represented in Fig. 4, in which the current generator i pb(t) represents the vibrating mechanical
coupling.

In the passive case, the optimum resistive load R must be deduced by the maximum reference power
extracted by the device from the base vibrations. In this contest, the distributed transverse load applied to
the beam, for example, due to the gravity force, can be neglected without losing generality. The piezoelectric
voltage V ( jω) is determined from Eq. (10) in the Fourier domain, and the drained power can be calculated as

P( jω) � |V ( jω)|2
R :

P( jω) � 1

R

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

e31hmb
∑∞

r

(
jωφ

′
r (l)(�rρA+Mφr (l))

(−ω2+ jω2ζrωr+ω2
r )

)
(

(e31hmb)2
∑∞

r

(
jωφ

′
r
2
(l)

(−ω2+ jω2ζrωr+ω2
r )

)
+ jωCp + 1

R

)
⎞
⎟⎟⎠

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

2

|Ac( jω)|2 (12)

where Ac( jω) � −ω2Zc. Then the optimal value of R is the one maximizing P over a frequency band [ f1, f2].

Pmax � max
R

∫ 2π f2

2π f1
P( jω)dω (13)

Let’s start analyzing the maximum extractable power in the case of zero tip mass: for a frequency band
around the first resonance [0, 300Hz] numerical maximization gives R ∼ 12 k�. Figure 5 shows, for several
values of the resistive load, the power Frequency Response Function FRF HPow( f ), i.e., the ratio between the
generated power P( jω) and the second power of the base acceleration |Ac( jω)|2, predicted by the numerical
model, taking into account 3 vibration modes (r � 3). The resistive load has a large influence on the generated
power both near the resonance and in between the resonances.

Since the resonance peaks are well separated, the study of the behavior of the harvester about the first
resonance (125 Hz) can be done considering only the first mode response in the model . The results of Fig. 6
indicate the value R � 12k¨ optimizes the generated power. Figure 7 depicts the maximum power harvested
Pmax of Eq. (13) in the frequency band around the first resonance [0; 300Hz] for different values of the resistive
load when the vertical acceleration is a white Gaussian noise.

3 Experimental tests

For a single-mode response, two coupled equations follow from the Eq. (10), with the values reported in Table
1:

η̈1(t) + η̇1(t)2ζ1ω1 + η1(t)ω
2
1 � −(�1ρA + Mφ1(l))z̈c + φ

′
1(l)e31hmbV (t)

CpV̇ (t) +
V (t)

R
+ e31hmbφ

′
1(l)η̇1(t) � 0 (14)

To corroborate the numerical results, the parameters of the model represented by Eqs. (14) and (10) have
been tuned for the best fitting of experimental results carried on the commercial harvester PPA-1001 without
tip mass [36].

Figure 8 shows the experimental setup for the measurement of the FRF between the voltage generated by
the harvester and the base acceleration with the impulsive technique [39]. The harvester is clamped at one
end of a stiff bar, which is excited by a hammer for modal testing at the opposite end. The duration of the
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Fig. 5 Power FRF of the harvester considering three modes of vibration in the model (r � 3) and zero tip mass

Fig. 6 Energy harvester frequency response considering zero tip mass

recorded signal is 3s and the sampling rate 4000Hz. The FRF is calculated using a fast Fourier transform by the
geometric mean of H1 and H2 estimators with a rectangular window. In this way, the longitudinal vibrations
of the bar generated by the hammer hit excite the base of the harvester, whose vibrations are measured by a
small accelerometer. The bar is suspended by a frame restrained by cables. This setup permits to decouple the
resonant frequency of the piezo layer (occurring at about 120 Hz) from the very low natural frequency of the
suspended bar (at about 2 Hz). The FRFs are measured for different resistive loads and for each resistive load
three tests are carried out.

Figure 9 displays the comparison between the experimental FRFs and the numerical FRFs calculated after
the model tuning. There is an overall good agreement between experimental results and numerical simulation.
Only the third experiment carried out at 24k� is rather different from the others with the same resistance. It is
apparent how the FRFmodulus largely depends on the resistive load, with a frequency peak slightly decreasing
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Fig. 7 Maximum power harvested by varying the electrical resistance in the passive case with Gaussian random excitation
(standard deviation of vertical acceleration 2.5m/s2) and zero tip mass

Fig. 8 Testing equipment with the suspended vibrating bar, the harvester and the accelerometer

with the decreasing of the resistive load. Eventually, Fig. 10 shows the generated power as a function of the
resistance value for a set of frequencies within the range 123− 127Hz. The amplitude of the mono-harmonic
signal is 1 g. The discussed results demonstrate how the model represented by Eq. (14), with parameters given
in Table 1, is a good reference to simulate the behavior of the typical piezo energy harvester.

In the following sections, this model is combined with a self-adapting resistor R(t) made time-dependent
through the use of a standard circuitry. In particular, the resistance value is controlled as a function of the
voltage at the piezoelectrical terminals, which is obeying the control law recently introduced by the authors
for semi-active mechanical suspension devices [28].
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Fig. 9 Numerical VS Experimental FRF of PPA 1001 with different resistive loads

Fig. 10 Effect of load resistance on experimental powers at assigned frequencies

4 Harvester semi-active control

In this section, the strategy for semi-active control of the harvester is introduced, based on the Variational
Feedback Control (VFC) [28, 31, 40–43], briefly reported below.
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The VFC derives from the variational principle based on Pontryagin’s method [28, 44]. In general, such
procedure aims to minimize a cost function J in time domain, which is equal to the integral of an objective
function L depending on the state x(t), the control u(t) and an external disturbance y(t):⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩
J � ∫ t f

t0
L(x(t), u(t), y(t))dt : Opt

u∈U
J

ẋ(t) � f (x(t), u(t), y(t))
x(t0) � xt0

(15)

where ẋ � f (x, u, y) is the dynamic equation of the controlled dynamical system with initial condition x
(t0) � xt0 and u ∈ U represents the restraints for the control variable, related to the technical limitations of
the employed actuators . The variational calculus permits to maximize/minimize J. The method of Lagrangian
multipliers λ is used, leading to the following formulation:

{
δ J̃ � δ

∫ t f
t0
L( f (x, u, y), y) + λT (ẋ − f (x, u, y))dt � 0

x(t0) � xt0
(16)

Byoperating the functional variations, the followingEuler–Lagrange equations, and the associated transver-
sality conditions are produced:

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(
L f − λ

)T f x � λ̇
T(

L f − λ
)T f u � 0T

ẋ � f (x, u, y)
x(t0) � xt0
λT (t f )δx(t f ) � 0

(17)

where f x � ∂ fi
∂x j

and f u � ∂ fi
∂u j

are the Jacobian matrixes. The VFC restricts the family of functions to which

L and f belong. In the present analysis, it is assumed:

L( f , y) � f T Q f + f T T y � ẋT Qẋ + ẋT T y (18)

where Q e T are gain matrices, whose coefficients are tuned to optimize the control law. Expression (18)
represents a generalized state-rate quadratic form, ẋT Qẋ, completed by the bilinear form ẋT T y in terms of
the state and the external action y. The VFC control gives the chance to solve the Pontryagin’s problem by
feedback thanks to the special form of the objective function. A simpler quadratic form in terms of the state
q can be determined by using the augmented state q � [x, I]T , İ � x, with an associated dynamic equation
q̇ � g(q, u) � [ f , x]T , that produces the new objective function:

L ′(g, y) � qT Q′q + qT T ′ y (19)

The equation of motion is of an affine-control type:

f (x, u, y) � ϕ(x, y) + S(x, y) (20)

i.e., it is nonlinear in the state, but linear in the control. It is shown in [28] that the optimal solution u∗ of the
previous problem, defined by the functional (18) with the differential constraint (20), is set in the form:

u∗ � [
Q̃S(x, y)

]+[− Q̃ϕ(x, y) − T y
]

(21)

where Q̃ � Q + QT , and the symbol “+” indicates pseudo-inverse. To account for the control saturation,
u ∈ U , the control variable constraint is managed as follows:

{
u∗ ∈ U → u � u∗
u∗ /∈ U → u � u∂U

(22)

generally known as clipping technique where u∂U are the control values at the frontier of the space U .
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5 Harvester performance estimation: coupling experimental data and numerical simulations

The state-space model associated with Eq. (14) according to (20) is:

ẋ � ϕ(x, y) + S(x)u (23)

where:

ϕ(x, y) �
⎡
⎣

0 1 0
−ω2

1 −2ζ1ω1 φ
′
1(l)e31hmb

0 − e31hmb
Cp

φ
′
1(l) 0

⎤
⎦
⎡
⎣ η

η̇
V

⎤
⎦ +

⎡
⎣ 0

−(�1ρA + Mφ1(l))z̈c
0

⎤
⎦; S(x) �

⎡
⎣ 0

0
− V

Cp

⎤
⎦

x �
⎡
⎣ η

η̇
V

⎤
⎦; u � 1

R
; y �

⎡
⎣ 0

−(�1ρA + Mφ1(l))z̈c
0

⎤
⎦ (24)

Using the explicit control solution (21), described in the previous section, Eq. (24) produces:

u∗ � 1

R∗ � g1 ∗ η + g2 ∗ η̇ + g3 ∗ V + g4 ∗ z̈c
V

(25)

that represents the optimal control law to maximize the performance of the harvester. The gi constants are
unknown tuning parameters that arise from a nonlinear combination of Q and T coefficients of Eq. (19).

The equivalent circuit of the optimally controlled piezo harvester is shown in Fig. 11, where the control
parameter is u∗ � 1

R∗ , i.e., a variable resistive load. This device is technically implementable using an
operational amplifier circuitry and it can control the electrical impedance at any time.

The resistance value R(t) is saturated by a simple clipping procedure as shown in the control diagram
shown in Fig. 11: {

R � Rmax i f R∗ ≥ Rmax
R � Rmin i f R∗ < Rmin

(26)

The semi-active control logic (25) together with the condition that R(t) > 0 ensures the stability of the
controlled dynamic system because its effect will be to simply adjust the dissipated energy level.

Fig. 11 VFC control diagram of the mechatronic system energy accumulator
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Acquisition system

(a) (b)

PPA-1001 on engine loca�on

Accelerometer

Fig. 12 Setup of the acquisition system (a); Piezo PPA-1001 on Smart Fortwo engine chassis with piezo accelerometer (b)

Fig. 13 Motor chassis acceleration of an extra-urban cycle for 10 min ride

The simulations are carried out considering acceleration values experimentally measured onboard one of
the instrumented cars of the Vehicle System Dynamic and Mechatronic Laboratory of Sapienza. Figure 12
shows the experimental setup used to acquire the vertical vibration of the moving vehicle. The piezoelectric
accelerometer, installed on the chassis near the main excitation point, i.e., the engine compartment, is acquired
for almost 10 min of an extra-urban cycle. The accelerometer used has high sensitivity, 100 mV/g, and a
max frequency band up to 10 kHz. In Fig. 13, a time record with a 20 kHz sample frequency of the measured
acceleration is reported and in Fig. 14 a zoom of the power spectral density, to highlight the greatest oscillations
occurs at low-frequency band [0–500] Hz is shown.

The power spectral density shows two important peaks: the first high and narrow about 28 Hz relative to
the natural frequency of the combustion engine at neutral, while the second, wider located between 55 and
65 Hz, within which there are different frequencies: sub harmonics of the engine’s main frequency, the local
response of the chassis, and the road excitation (see Fig. 14). To increase the drained power, it is convenient
glue a mass at the end of the beam to tune its fundamental natural frequency and the excitation frequency. For
this reason, we compare two settings of tip mass: 3 g and 16 g, shifting the first natural frequency from 125 Hz,
without mass, to 60 Hz and 28 Hz, respectively.

The advantage of adding mass is the increasing of the power transfer function. Figure 15 shows the trend of
the integral of the power FRF evaluated by Eq. (12), between [0; 300Hz], depending on the choice of electrical
resistance.
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Fig. 14 Power spectral density (PSD) of motor chassis acceleration of an extra-urban cycle

[(
m
s2

)2
/Hz

]

Fig. 15 Power transfer function, varying tip mass according to the electrical resistance

TPow(R) �
∫ f2

f1
HPow( f, R)d f (27)

For each chosen mass there is an optimal value of the electrical resistance that maximizes the power: 23 k
� for 3 g and 57 k � for 16 g. This permits to obtain a gain factor equal to 10 of the transfer function response
TPow changing the mass within the range 0–16 g.

Equation (25) represents the final form of theVFCused tomaximize the electrical energy to be accumulated
through the variation of the resistance of R. The gain parameters gi are identified through the aid of an
evolutionary algorithm called Genetic Algorithm (GA), i.e., a parametric optimization algorithm inspired by
the Darwinian natural evolution [45]. The genetic algorithm has as objective function that of determining the
optimal combination of the gi unknown parameters for which the average accumulated energy is the highest
possible. This was performed by imposing two types of control; a fast one, called VFC case 1, and a slow
control VFC, named case 2, both supposing a single-mode response, numerically solving the Eq. (14). In the
case of fast control, the simulation of the electromechanical model was performed by saturating the control
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frequency up to 5 kHz while in the case of slow control the saturation reaches 1 kHz. The slow saturation
is applied through the use of a first-order differential equation that simulates the delay time in the control
response. Table 2 shows the gi values found for both settings with added tip mass by the GA and the result of
the objective function that is the mean harvested energy.

One can introduce a control technique that produces an upper bound for the energy absorbed, i.e., it plays
as benchmark for comparison. This technique is the nonlinear model predictive control NMPC [46]. This type
of control belongs to the category of optimal controls and is often used as a reference for comparison [47, 48].
Additionally, we assume, in the best case, the NMPC can know in advance all the future information about
the disturbance y. The NMPC is a variant of the model predictive control MPC [49] for which it is possible
to treat dynamic systems and nonlinear constraints and nonquadratic objective functions. In general, most of
the nonlinear optimal controls do not guarantee a priori an absolute minimum or maximum result, except for
some singular and uncomplicated models that allow analytical solutions.

NMPC is applied by setting a finite predictive horizon time Tp from current time t , and at each predictive
sample time�ts the predictive optimal control problem is solved over the entire range [t ; t+Tp] and determines
future control values u over a control horizon Tc typically chosen as Tc ≤ Tp. SeeTable 2 for the used simulation
values.

The NMPC control maximizes a given cost function L(x, u), in this case the integral of the power of the
electrical circuit:

max
u

L(x, u) � max
R

∫ t+Tp

t

(V (τ ))2

R(τ )
dτ (28)

with constraints represented by Eqs. (23) and (26), respectively:

ẋ(τ ) � ϕ(x(τ ), y(τ )) + S(x(τ ))u(τ ), ∀τ ∈ [t ; t + Tp]

u(τ ) ∈ [umin; umax], ∀τ ∈ [t ; t + Tc]

u(τ ) � u(t + Tc), ∀τ ∈ [t + Tc; t + Tp] (29)

In this particular case, the NMPC assumes that all the components of the state vector x(τ )areknown.
Moreover, the future disturbance y(τ ), that is for example the acceleration z̈c(τ ), is also known ∀τ ∈ [t ; t +Tp].

Figures 16 and 17 show the dynamic trends of piezoelectric controlled by the VFC logics. Figure 16 show
the response of the piezoelectric in the presence of the tip added mass of 16 g while, in Fig. 17, the 3 g tip
mass is considered.

For both cases a time zoom highlights how the different tuning of the VFC produce completely different
behaviors. The VFC case1 uses the g2 tuning and the other gains zero, while the VFC case 2 uses the g1
parameter (see values shown in Table 2).

In Figs. 16a and 17a, the power shows a sequence of periodic large peaks for the case1, which are the
distinctive elements of the semi-active control. The instant power at the peaks reaches the level of watts or
tenths of watts, depending on the instant acceleration level. Instead, the power for case2 is much smoother,
approaching the continuous trends of the passive case.

The same trend occurs in Figs. 16c and 17c: the resistance varies impulsively with case1 while in case2
it is more continuous. Both resistance variations are saturated with a maximum value of Rmax � 400k¨ and a
lower value Rmin that does not drop below zero.

In Figs. 16b and 17b, the trend of the displacement at the end of the piezo is shown, and we can observe
how the oscillations of the case with 3 g oscillate at a higher frequency but with smaller amplitudes than in the
case with 16 g. Case 1 produces a higher mitigation of the oscillations, absorbing a higher energy, with larger
peaks in the current. Case 2 shows a smoother trend of the current (see figures (d) and (e)).

Table 2 summarizes the results in terms of harvested energy, RMS of power and maximum displacement
peak to peak reached for passive, VFC and NMPC cases. In general, the VFC case 1 always extracts more
energy than the VFC case 2, in fact it achieves an increase between 48 and 49% of stored energy relative to the
passive case with 16 and 3 g added mass, respectively. Also, case 1 shows a higher RMS power due to the high
level of intermittency and indicates the technical realization of the circuitry does not need any continuously
variable resistor, but a simpler on–off switch piloted by a transistor to load and unload a parallel resistor on the
piezoelectric (see Fig. 18a). However, the intermittency requires that the energy storage management system
is made up of fast capacitors to quickly collect the current circulating within the electrical circuit.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Fig. 16 Dynamic performance of the piezoelectric with 16 g tip mass: power storage (a), tip displacement (b), resistance (c),
voltage (d) and current (e) by comparing passive versus VFC controls
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Fig. 17 Dynamic performance of the piezoelectric with 3 g tip mass: power storage (a), tip displacement (b), resistance (c),
voltage (d) and current (e) by comparing passive vs VFC controls
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(a) (b)

Fig. 18 Circuit diagram with switch transistor (a) and variable resistance (b)

Case 2 shows a much lower RMS power, similarly to the passive trend, with the advantage of a much
smoother control action. In fact, unlike the previous strategy, it requires much slower electronics to manage the
energy storage and no need for any fast capacitor. On a contrary, a more sophisticated control circuit to manage
a variable resistor is required that can be implemented via operational amplifiers as sketched in Fig. 18b.

From Table 2, it follows the energy stored by the NMPC control is almost 2–2.3 times greater than the
passive case for the two tip masses, maintaining a low peak-peak displacement and a moderate RMS power
value. NMPC control is used only to determine an upper bound for the energy harvested, and cannot be used
for a real feedback control for piezoelectric systems, because the solution times for predict a few milli-seconds
stand on the tens of seconds for an Intel i7 of 11th generation.

Moreover, it is important to note that the total energy stored must necessarily be subtracted from the
energy spent to perform the measure and the power supply of the controller. On the electronic market, micro
accelerometers, as well as strain gauge sensors, can be found with low consumption, around μW , as referred
in [50–52]. In addition to the use of sensors, a low consumption microcontroller is required to control the
resistance of the electrical circuit and apply the control law thanks to an analog–digital converter. Inside the
microcontroller, it will be possible to implement a state observer, for example, an extended Kalman filter or
other methods [53, 54], to correctly estimate the variables necessary for the application of the control law.

As an example, 1.67J can be harvested, considering 10 min of VFC case1 with 16 g piezo-beam tip mass,
of about 20grams overall weight on board of a SMART car, located in the engine compartment (see Fig. 12b).
The order of magnitude of the expected power is 1.67J

600s ≈ 2.8mW and the specific power is about 140mW/kg
where the weight of the electronic board and sensors is roughly supposed to be 1 g for each piezo-beam device.
The electronic board, from an electrical engineering point of view, should read data sensors, vary the resistors
and converting the alternating voltage output via operational circuits.

Finally, Fig. 19 shows the energy extracted along 10 min of simulation, for all the cases analyzed above,
therefore proving the abilities of the control VFC is a valid alternative to the passive system.

6 Final remarks and conclusion

This paper investigates the upper bound of the energy that can be harvested by piezoelectric devices installed on
the board of cars. To this aim, a commercial harvester has been selected, experimentally tested, and a harvester
model has been developed and tuned using experimental results. Moreover, a small urban car has been tested
to acquire the vibration spectra at different locations, where it is meaningful to install the energy harvesters.

The performance of the commercial harvester is boosted by using an adaptive impedance control of its
resistive part. This operation is obtained by applying a novel control method recently proposed by the authors,
the Variational Feedback Control (VFC).

Classical methods of passive energy harvesting are often based on resonance effects, but the high sensitivity
of the output power to the external frequency excitation induces poor performances in the presence of a wide
spectrum excitation. Semi-active energy harvesters are generally based on empirical control law; instead, in
this paper, VFC introduces a rationale for a smart adaptive mechanism with the explicit and strict target of
maximizing the output power. The vibrations coming from the rough road, crossing bumps, road holes, and
the internal combustion engine become suitable sources of energy that can be converted into electrical energy
through an array of vibrating piezo harvesters.
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Fig. 19 Comparison of accumulated energy for 10 min of simulation

With lightweight instrumentation it is possible to obtain, using the semi-adaptive impedance method pre-
sented in this paper, a power output of about 2.8mW for the single piezo-beam, with an order of magnitude of
the power density upper bound of about 140mW/kg.

These reference numbers help in the analysis of the energy convenience of these devices to be installed on
board.

In fact, the weight of the harvester and related electronics is carried by the car implying extra-energy costs,
because the more the weight on the tires, the more the tire resistance. On the other hand, the harvester can be
placed very close to the energy user unit, because of its small dimensions, with the beneficial effect of reducing
the cables weight.

An additional element of evaluation is represented by the simplicity of the algorithms used to control the
harvester. The NMPC controllers are not feasible to this aim, and NMPC is used in the previous sections only
to determine the technical upper bound for the harvester power. In fact, the algorithm requires computational
times that are not compatible with the real-time use of the device. VFC has indeed a practical chance of
implementation, being a very simple feedback control, fast enough and at the same time guaranteeing a
doubling of the extracted power with respect to a passive harvester. These elements take all part into a power
balance that would drive the choice of installing or not the harvesters on board.

The transport cost per their unit weight on board can be estimated using the following simple method. In
fact, the cost of transport in terms of power depends on the equivalent friction coefficient of the tire f (v), that
is a function of the velocity of the car v (it increases as the speed increases), see Fig. 20. The normal load
applied to the tire is N , and the average dissipated power due to the tire rolling is:

N f (v)v (30)

where N f (v) represents the horizontal resistance force of the tire, and f (v)v the power of transport per unit
weight. If the additional weight of the harvester is �NH and �NC is the cable weight saving, the differential
average dissipated power is f (v)v(�NH−�NC ) and the condition to verify to have some convenience in
installing the harvester is clearly:

PH > f (v)v(�NH−�NC ) (31)

where PH is the average power produced by the harvester.
Note that this condition depends on the velocity of the car. This means that for an average use of the car at

low speed, typically in urban driving conditions, the energy convenience is reasonably larger. Moreover, the
road roughness of urban roads is higher than on highways, and the vibration level on board is stronger, pumping
more power into the harvester. On flat roads at high speed, we can expect the system is less convenient.
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Fig. 20 Coefficient of friction f (v) due to the rolling resistance of a standard utility car

Fig. 21 Quantity diagram of minimum weight to be saved in terms of electrical wiring inside the vehicle

The previous inequality can be a reference to estimate the cable weight saving one needs to accept to install
the harvesters system on board:

�NC > �NH − PH

f (v)v
(32)

As a final remark, note that in modern automotive technology the cables are an important issue. In fact,
their saving is important for decarbonization. In a medium car, there are more than 60kg of cable weight, with
total lengths of more than several kilometers. Energy harvesting can be one of support for a reduction of this
weight.

Fig. 21 shows the trend of Eq. (32) for the case controlled by VFC case1 compared to the passive case
with an added mass of 16 g. The axis of the ordinates shows the minimum wiring weight �NC to be saved for
a convenient use of the harvester. Negative values for �NC means it is convenient to install the piezoelectric
system on site, whatever the wiring weight, as it happens in the low-speed range. The branch of the curve for
positive values of �NC shows the minimum amount of wiring weight saving that made it convenient the use
of the energy harvester.
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